The accuracy of home monitoring to detect disease activity during maintenance therapy for neovascular ARMD.
To report the reproducibility, sensitivity, specificity, and predictive value of home monitoring for disease activity in neovascular age-related macular degeneration (ARMD). Participants were trained to complete three separate home monitoring tasks, designed to identify subtle changes in visual function that may indicate increasing neovascular ARMD disease activity. These included measurement of near acuity and assessments of environmental distortion and overall visual function. The need for repeat intra-vitreal injection, as predicted by home monitoring, was compared to standard clinical assessment involving ETDRS distance acuity, slit lamp examination, and spectral domain ocular coherence tomography. Although all participants were able to complete the home monitoring tasks, the reproducibility of each of the three tasks was modest. Cohen's kappa was 0.118 (p = 0.54) for the comparison of the outcome of the home monitoring exercise with the gold standard of hospital assessment to determine disease activity. The sensitivity of the home monitoring exercise was 33.3 % (95 % CI 15.2-51.4) and the specificity was 77.8 % (95 % CI 61.8-93.8). This study suggests that current tests of visual function, which are readily completed at home, cannot replace traditional clinic-based assessments for neovascular ARMD disease activity. Instead, such tests are likely to remain complementary to standard assessment in clinic.